Introduction

Radiotherapy is routinely used in rectal cancer as an adjuvant treatment (prior to or following surgery) in an attempt to eradicate microscopic (or occasionally macroscopic) residual disease and reduce the risk of local recurrence. Preoperative chemoradiation can also facilitate the achievement of a curative resection, where clinical staging suggests tumour extends to or beyond the mesorectal fascia (MRF). Finally radiotherapy is used as a palliative treatment to relieve cancer-related symptoms such as pain and rectal bleeding. Radiotherapy in early-stage rectal cancer as a definitive radical treatment in its own right can also substitute for surgery. Historically, a high local recurrence rate in rectal cancer has been observed when patients are treated with surgery, and between 10-40% of patients still require a permanent stoma. In resectable cancers, both short course preoperative radiotherapy (SCPRT) and long-course preoperative
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Abstract: Radiotherapy has a longstanding and well-defined role in the treatment of resectable rectal cancer to reduce the historically high risk of local recurrence. In more advanced borderline or unresectable cases, where the circumferential resection margin (CRM) is breached or threatened according to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), despite optimized local multimodality treatment and the gains achieved by modern high quality total mesorectal excision (TME), at least half the patients fail to achieve sufficient downstaging with current schedules. Many do not achieve an R0 resection. In less locally advanced cases, even if local control is achieved, this confers only a small impact on distant metastases and a significant proportion of patients (30-40%) still subsequently develop metastatic disease. In fact, distant metastases have now become the predominant cause of failure in rectal cancer.

Therefore, increasing the intensity and efficacy of chemotherapy and chemoradiotherapy by integrating additional cytotoxics and biologically targeted agents seems an appealing strategy to explore—with the aim of enhancing curative resection rates and improving distant control and survival.

However, to date, we lack validated biomarkers for these biological agents apart from wild-type KRAS. For cetuximab, the appearance of an acneiform rash is associated with response, but low levels of magnesium appear more controversial.

There are no molecular biomarkers for bevacizumab. Although some less invasive clinical markers have been proposed for bevacizumab, such as circulating endothelial cells (CECS), circulating levels of VEGF and the development of overt hypertension, these biomarkers have not been validated and are observed to emerge only after a trial of the agent. We also lack a simple method of ongoing monitoring of ‘on target’ effects of these biological agents, which could determine and pre-empt the development of resistance, prior to radiological and clinical assessments or even molecular imaging. These shortcomings probably explain our current relative lack of success in the arena of combining these agents with chemoradiation.
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Chemoradiation (CRT) have been shown to be effective in reducing the risk of local recurrence. High quality surgery using total mesorectal excision (TME) has lowered the rate of local recurrence even further (even when radiotherapy is not routinely utilised) to approximately 6% (1-3), which in turn may impact on distant metastases. However, only one European trial of chemoradiation published in the last decade impacted on disease free survival (DFS) (4) and none on overall survival (OS). Driving down the risk of local recurrence has in turn highlighted the risk of metastatic disease in 30-40% of cases, which appears now the predominant problem (5).

Chemoradiation has an important role for more locally advanced cases where surgery for complete tumour clearance is regarded as borderline, or in unresectable cases, where the mesorectal fascia (MRF) is breached or the pathological circumferential resection margin (CRM) potentially threatened according to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In this advanced group selected by MRI, current chemoradiation schedules are only partially effective, since some patients still fail to achieve sufficient downstaging for surgery to be considered. Of those operated upon many do not achieve an R0 resection (6). Even with chemoradiation at least half the patients fail to achieve T-stage downstaging (4,6).

Response is therefore important not only for unresectable cancers. When downstaging is observed after radiochemotherapy, there are fewer recurrences and a better prognosis. Both combination chemotherapy and the use of targeted therapies in addition to chemotherapy have made a significant impact on the ability to resect initially unresectable liver metastases (7-9).

Yet attempts to increase response rates by integrating 2 cytotoxic drugs into CRT regimens have often been accompanied by excess toxicity and only minimal increases in efficacy. The integration of biological agents into chemoradiation is an attractive strategy both to improve local control and to reduce the high risk of metastases (in combination with or without chemotherapy) because of the targeted agents specificity and perceived lower levels of associated toxicity. However, it should be noted that Bevacizumab as a single agent was associated with a 36% overall incidence of grade 3 or 4 toxicity in the E3200 trial (10), and Cetuximab as a single agent was associated with a 43% overall incidence of grade 3 or 4 toxicity in the BOND trial (11).

It should be borne in mind that cytotoxic agents such as irinotecan and biologically targeted monoclonal antibodies such as bevacizumab and cetuximab despite their acknowledged efficacy in the metastatic setting, have consistently failed to show a benefit in DFS or OS when used as adjuvant chemotherapy in the postoperative setting in colon cancer (12-15). This observation underlines the principle that the use of combinations cannot simply be based on presumptions, but must be tested in prospective trials.

Novel biologically targeted agents may interact with cell signalling pathways involved in DNA repair, cellular proliferation apoptosis and angiogenesis which are differentially expressed in tumour and normal tissues. This specificity could be exploited by integrating the targeted agent in combination with radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy to achieve a therapeutic advantage i.e., to promote a greater cell kill for equivalent or less normal tissue toxicity. Dose response sigmoid curves plotting tumour control probability and normal tissue complication rates against radiation dose are often cited. This simple and attractive theory is the hallmark of cell line work which does not take into account the tumour environment, the fraction size and radiation field size. A huge number of small clinical phase I/phase 2 studies have not been extended into the routine clinical setting. However, insufficient pre-clinical data to support the precise timing, sequence and optimal doses of these agents has bedevilled our efforts. Given that it takes several years to obtain mature results on LR, DFS and OS, there has been a tendency in phase I/II studies to use the primary endpoint of complete pathological response (PCR) as a surrogate for long-term clinical outcome.

Further speculation suggests that, because of principles of Darwinian evolution, the hypothesis goes that single targets are unlikely to apply to the majority of patients with common tumours because of inherent heterogeneity. Multiple targets are more likely to be effective in view of cross-talk between different cell signaling pathways. Although in rare cancers such as GIST tumours or subsets of a common cancer with a specific mutation, this strategy may be feasible. Radiobiologists would like to believe that because many tumours demonstrate a complete clinical response (but recur later) that we only need to kill a few radioresistant clones/stem cells to achieve clinically significant greater gains in locoregional control. Clinical experience seems less simplistic.

Moreover, early phase I clinical trials of novel agents in combination with RT raise difficult logistical, ethical and financial constraints. Despite the carrot that the novel agent may contribute to cure, the Pharmaceutical industry is often wary that treatment-related toxic events and the adverse publicity can tarnish or completely blight the future prospects of the novel agent—even if effective. Adding novel targeted drugs to either 5-FU-based, irinotecan based or oxaliplatin-based chemoradiation also adds considerable complexity to the interaction. Many concurrent CRT regimens are already close to the limits of normal tissue...
tolerance in terms of both acute and late effects. Further treatment intensification by integrating higher doses of the cytotoxic, delivering more frequent administration of the cytotoxic or even by the adding further different non-cross resistant cytotoxics with different toxicity profiles still carries considerable risks (16,17).

In this review, we examine the strategies of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy with cytotoxic agents, and the integration of additional biological agents which target EGFR and angiogenesis. There are no randomised phase III trials, so we will evaluate the few published phase I/II trials of targeted agents and assess if irinotecan or oxaliplatin was a more effective partner with cetuximab and radiotherapy. In order to integrate novel agents alongside RT, many possible study designs are possible. We will review their respective strengths and weaknesses and some of the key challenges to further development of the integration of targetted agents. Trial acronyms have often been used for the sake of brevity. Readers are encouraged to refer to the cited references for full details. We believe there is a need both new radiosensitizing agents and accurate predictive biomarkers to help optimize the use of existing strategies.

The evidence

Since the early 1980s, the fluoropyrimidine-5-Fluorouracil (5-FU), and more recently combinations of cytotoxic chemotherapy using oxaliplatin or irinotecan, have represented the mainstay of chemotherapy treatment for patients with advanced and metastatic colorectal cancer (MCRC). Randomised trials have also confirmed the success of systemic regimens of 5-FU and oxaliplatin in dealing with distant micro-metastases in the adjuvant setting in colon cancer (18-20).

Four molecular targeted agents (cetuximab, panitumumab, bevacizumab and aflibercept) have now been integrated into standard chemotherapy regimens to improve response rates and extend progression free (PFS) and overall survival (OS)—with varying success (8,21-24).

The combination of chemotherapy and radiotherapy aims to utilise both the independent effect of each modality and produce additive effects. Chemotherapy may enhance the initial DNA damage from radiation, inhibit DNA repair, or slow cellular repopulation during the latter part of fractionated radiotherapy. With some cytotoxic agents radiotherapy and chemotherapy may target different phases of the cell cycle, and radiosensitization may be partly dependent on cell cycle synchronisation of the tumor cell population.

The fluoropyrimidines have attained a strong track record in chemoradiation schedules increasing the path CR rate by about 300% from 4-5% to 12-15% (25,26) with low toxicity over radiation alone (Table 1). Yet, these combinations have had only moderate success in improving outcomes in rectal cancer (27,28,31-34). Randomised phase III trials of neoadjuvant preoperative chemoradiation (CRT) in resectable rectal cancer (28,32) show that the addition of 5-FU to preoperative radiation improves loco-regional control (26,32), but has not extended disease-free survival (DFS) or overall survival.

Early phase I/II trials integrating 5-FU and Irinotecan showed promise and PCR rates have ranged up to 38%. In the largest of these studies, the PCR rate was 14%. The RTOG 0012 study randomised 106 patients with T3/T4 rectal cancers between hyperfractionated radiotherapy with prolonged venous infusion of 5-FU or standard fractionation with PCR 5-FU and 50 mg/m² of Irinotecan as a radiosensitizer per week but showed no benefit (33,35). Further advances have been limited by the observation that any additional increase in tumour control appears often to be balanced by an increase in acute and late normal tissue toxicity. The current national trial in the UK (ARISTOTLE) is examining the utility of the incorporation of irinotecan into pre-operative CRT in MRI defined unresectable/borderline resectable rectal cancer (www.controlled-trials.com/ISRCTN09351447).

Similar phase II trials with oxaliplatin appeared encouraging (36,37). However, preliminary results from randomized phase III trials, evaluating the addition of oxaliplatin to preoperative fluoropyrimidines-based CRT,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Patient numbers</th>
<th>Chemo</th>
<th>RT Dose</th>
<th>pCR</th>
<th>OS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSABP RO3, Roh 2009 (27)</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>FUFA</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33 days</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>5 year 74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA0/ARO/AIO-94 (Sauer 2004) (28)</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>FUFA</td>
<td>50 Gy/25#/33 days</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>5 year 66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish study Bujko 2004, Bujko 2006 (29,30)</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>FUFA</td>
<td>50 Gy/25#/33 days</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4 year 66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFCD 9203 (Gerard 2006) (31)</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>FUFA</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33 days</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4 year 74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EORTC 22921 (Bosset 2005,2006) (25,32)</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>FUFA</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33 days</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>5 year 65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1,698</td>
<td>211/1,698 (12.4%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
have not shown a significant impact on early pathological response (STAR-01, ACCORD 12/0405-Prodige 2, NSABP R-04) with the exception of the German CAO/ARO/AIO-04 study. In addition, the PETACC-6 trial randomized patients between preoperative RT (50.4 Gray in 25 fractions) with capecitabine alone the same radiation schedule with capecitabine + oxaliplatin (50 mg/m²). Results have not yet been reported (Table 2).

Efforts to improve the outcome from chemoradiotherapy further have focussed on adding biological agents to avoid overlapping toxicities. A landmark randomised phase III study in patients with locally advanced head and neck cancer showed that cetuximab in combination with radical radiotherapy significantly improved overall survival (41) compared to radiation alone. Many mechanisms have been postulated (42), including inhibition of repopulation during the latter phase of radiotherapy. Accelerated treatments improve outcome only in head and neck cancers, which have high EGFR expression (43). Yet, this benefit from cetuximab has not been extended to chemoradiation. In the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 0522 trial patients with locally advanced head and neck showed a 2-year progression-free survival (PFS) of 63.4% with cetuximab versus 64.3% with cisplatin-based chemoradiation alone, and overall survival improved slightly but not significantly with cetuximab (44).

Hence, with our increasing knowledge of molecular pathways in cancer, can we identify sufficient potential targets that may be manipulated to enhance the radiation response selectively in rectal cancers compared to normal tissues such as small bowel and the sphincter complex?

We found 13 papers documenting combinations of chemoradiotherapy with cetuximab, 2 with panitumumab and 15 with bevacizumab. Cetuximab-containing neoadjuvant chemoradiation has not been shown to improve tumor response/pathologic complete responses in locally advanced rectal cancer patients in recent phase I/II trials (Tables 3,4). The data with panitumumab and small molecules is even sparser (Table 5). With bevacizumab (Table 6), although there are perhaps pointers to increased efficacy, concerns have been raised regarding an exacerbation of surgical morbidity (79).

The identification of biomarkers to tailor treatment to patients most likely to benefit has become the holy grail of investigation of novel treatments and regimens. While the selection of specific agents in a given combination has been based on biological considerations (including the role of the putative targets in cancer) and the interactions of the agents used in combination, there has been little exploration of the possible enhanced toxicity of combinations resulting from alterations in multiple signalling pathways in normal cell biology.

Any interruption in the delivery of CRT or even abandonment of this component of treatment in the case of severe unexpected toxicity could have a negative impact on local tumour control (80). If risks are to be minimised, clinical programmes need to be based on sound preclinical data and early phase studies in the palliative setting in patients with metastases. Investigators should recognise this is not the same scenario as locally advanced rectal cancer, and responses may be less. In order to reassure study sponsors and regulatory agencies, additional preclinical evaluation of the combinations is therefore essential, prior to initial evaluation of radiation-novel drug combination.

Owing to the complex networks and crosstalk that govern normal and tumour cell proliferation, inhibiting multiple pathways with targeted agent combinations can result in unpredictable disturbances in normal physiology. While numerous combination trials of targeted agents that target dysregulated pathways have been conducted, there has been little exploration of the molecular vulnerability of normal tissues to these combinations.

### The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) pathway

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a 170-kD trans-membrane glycoprotein. It is one of 4 members of the Erb-B family of proteins, and is also known as Erb-B1 or HER-1 receptor. In addition there are Erb-B2 (HER-2), HER-3 and HER-4. These receptors are part of a complex and inter related downstream signalling pathway deregulation of which is commonly seen in a

---

**Table 2** Short term outcomes from randomised phase III studies integrating oxaliplatin as radiosensitizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-FU 379</td>
<td>Cape 293</td>
<td>5-FU 624</td>
<td>5-FU/cape 622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OXA 352</td>
<td>OXA 291</td>
<td>OXA 613</td>
<td>OXA 631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypCR</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ypCR+</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3/G4 diarrhoea</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No of pts</th>
<th>Cetuximab</th>
<th>Capecit</th>
<th>5-FU</th>
<th>Oxaliplat</th>
<th>Irinotecan</th>
<th>RT dose</th>
<th>PCR**</th>
<th>R0***</th>
<th>Good TRG***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chung</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>2/17</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiels</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33</td>
<td>2/40</td>
<td>&gt;2 mm, 27/40</td>
<td>Few cells only, 10/40 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodel</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>4/48</td>
<td>42/45</td>
<td>Good (&gt;50%), 10/45 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofheinz</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>18/20</td>
<td>6/20 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horisberger</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>4/50</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>30/50 (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertolini</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50 Gy/25#/33-50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>3/40</td>
<td>36/38</td>
<td>Dworak 8/38 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>2/10 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabebe</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>First 10 pts only</td>
<td>4/23</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisterer</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33</td>
<td>0/28</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velenik</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33</td>
<td>3/37</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>TRG3 7/37 (18.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>9/39</td>
<td>(23%)</td>
<td>TRG3 3/39 (7.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewdney</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>15/83</td>
<td>74/83</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewdney 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>5/46</td>
<td>(11%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>8/63</td>
<td>(12/7%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>502</td>
<td>Yes –all</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45-50.4 Gy</td>
<td>61/502</td>
<td>(12%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*number entering study; **number having had surgery; ***using tumour regression grading not yp (various systems used); NS, not specified; RT, radiotherapy; PCR, pathological complete response; R0 resection, curative resection; TRG, tumour regression grade; (NB The terms Tmic and TRGs remain unvalidated surrogate endpoints, and the lack of consistency in their reporting, hinders their interpretation as a measure of response within rectal cancer trials). The Expert-C trial was originally designed to detect a 20% improvement in pCR, but in the light of Kras/Braf wildtype/mutant efficacy data was amended to analyze the primary end point of complete response in patients with KRAS/BRAF wild-type tumors only.

The number of malignant phenotypes. EGFR ligands include EGF, amphiregulin, epiregulin, neuregulin, transforming growth factor-a (TGF-a) and heparin binding EGF-like growth factor (HB-EGF) (81). There is also receptor cross-activation. The main downstream signalling pathways include the ras-raf mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK), which controls cell-cycle progression and proliferation; and the phospho-inosotide 3 kinase (PI3-K/AKT) pathway, which is anti-apoptotic and promotes cell survival (82).

EGFR has a putative role in the repair of sublethal DNA-damage and can potentially influence DNA repair by translocation of DNA dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) from cytoplasm to the nucleus (83), and by transcription and phosphorylation of repair genes (XRCC1 and ATM) (84). EGFR appears to be over-expressed in 60–80% of
### Table 4 Published papers and abstracts documenting toxicity and surgical morbidity in preoperative chemoradiation studies using cetux-imab

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No of pts*</th>
<th>Cetuximab</th>
<th>Oxali</th>
<th>irinotecan</th>
<th>RT dose</th>
<th>G3/G4 diarrhoea</th>
<th>SEPSIS</th>
<th>Anastom leak</th>
<th>Reoperation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chung 2006 (45)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>2/20 (10%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiels 2007 (46)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33</td>
<td>6/40 (15%)</td>
<td>5/40 (12.5%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>5/40 (12.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodel 2008 (47)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>9/48 (19%)</td>
<td>2/48 (4%)</td>
<td>5/48 (11%)</td>
<td>5/48 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofheinz 2006 (48)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>2/10 (20%)</td>
<td>2/20 (10%)</td>
<td>3/20 (15%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horisberger 2009 (49)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>15/50 (30%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>8/50 (16%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertolini 2007 (50)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50 Gy/25#/33-50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>3/40 (7.5%)</td>
<td>1/40 (5%)</td>
<td>1/40 (5%)</td>
<td>1/40 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong 2007 (51)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>1/40 (5%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabebe 2008 (52)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>First 10 pts</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>4/23 (17%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisterer 2009 (53)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33</td>
<td>4/28 (15%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velenik 2009 (54)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45 Gy/25#/33</td>
<td>4/37 (11%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim 2011 (55)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>2/40 (5%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1/40 (5%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewdney 2012 (58)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>10/78 (16%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun 2012 (57)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50.4 Gy/28#/38</td>
<td>23/63 (38.5%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45-50.4 Gy</td>
<td>82/494 (16.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*number entering study; **number having had surgery; ***using tumour regression grading not yp; NS, not specified in paper; RT, radiotherapy; G3/G4, grade 3 and grade 4 toxicity

Tumours (85), either by ligand overproduction, receptor overproduction, extended receptor lifespan or constitutive overactivation of the receptor. This over-expression has been associated with a more aggressive tumour phenotype associated with adverse patient survival (86-88) and a poor tumour response to conventional therapy with acquired resistance to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy (69,89).

### The rationale of integrating EGFR into chemoradiation schedules

Pre-clinical studies have shown that inhibiting EGFR signalling slows cell proliferation in vitro and in vivo and also additive effects are observed with radiotherapy (90), with enhanced radiocurability (91). There is speculation that hypoxic cells express more EGFR and are more sensitive to EGFR inhibition (92). Some investigators found a correlation between EGFR expression and complete pathologic response, disease-free and metastasis-free survival (85). However, most clinical studies showed the opposite—with low rates of pCR and shorter DFS (50,93-95). The risk of loco-regional recurrence may also be increased (96). In a study by Debucquoy, tumour proliferation decreased, as measured by Ki67 expression, following a loading dose of cetuximab (97). EGFR expression was upregulated in 55% of cases, downregulated
in 30% (10/33), and remained unchanged in 15% (5/33). In patients with an upregulated EGFR expression an improved DFS was demonstrated (P=0.02).

**Cetuximab and chemoradiation for rectal cancer**

The EGFR pathway can be targeted either through monoclonal antibodies, the small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), anti-sense nucleotides, ligand toxins and inhibitors of downstream effects of the EGFR signalling pathway. Current monoclonal antibodies in clinical use include cetuximab and panitumumab. Cetuximab is a chimeric monoclonal antibody against the extracellular domain of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) leading to competitive inhibition of ligand-binding, which then prevents the dimerisation and activation of downstream effectors.

| Table 5 Studies with panitumumab and gefitinib chemoradiation |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| No of pts*     | Fluoropyrimidine | Biol Agent      | RT dose          | G3/G4 diarrhea  | PCR**           | Good TRG***     |
| Czito 2006 (59)| 6               | Capecitabine    | Gefitinib        | 50.4 Gy/28#     | 16%             | 0/6             | No data        |
| Valentini 2008 (60)| 33            | 5-FU 225 mg/m² PVI + | Gefitinib        | 50.4 Gy/28# +10 Gy IORT | 12.8%           | 10/33 [30%]    | 7/33 [21%]     |
| Star-02 Pinto 2011 (61)| 60           | 5-FU 225 mg/m² PVI + Oxaliplatin | Panitumumab | 50.4 Gy/28#     | 39%             | 12/60 [20%]    | No data        |
| Blaszkowski 2009 (62)| 15           | 5-FU 225 mg/m² PVI + Bevacizumab and erlotinib | Panitumumab | 50.4 Gy/28#     | 24%             | 7/15 [47%]     | No data        |
| Heibling 2013 (63)| 40           | Capecitabine    | Panitumumab      | 50.4 Gy/28#     | 10%             | 4/40 [10%]     | 17/40 [43%]    |
| Total           | 154           |                |                  | 27/99           | 33/154 [21%]    | 24/73 [33%]    |

RT, radiotherapy; PCR, pathological complete response; R0 resection, curative resection; TRG, tumour regression grade; ( ), reference number; FUFA, 5-FU and folinic acid; RT, radiotherapy; PCR, pathological complete response; OS, overall survival.

| Table 6 Trials of bevacizumab integrated into chemoradiation schedules |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Trial           | Patient numbers | Regimen         | Pathologic complete response rate |
| Czito 2007 (64)| 11              | Bev, Cape, Ox, 50.4 Gy | 18% (2/11)       |
| Willet 2010 (65)| 32              | Bev, CI 5-FU, 50.4 Gy | 16% (5/32)       |
| Crane 2010 (66)| 25              | Bev, Cape, 50.4 Gy | 32% (8/25)       |
| Koukourakis 2010 (67)| 19      | Bev, Cape, Amifos 34 Gy/10# | 37% (7/19)       |
| Martinez Villacampa 2011 (68)| 39      | Bev, Cape, 45 Gy | 8% (3/39)        |
| Liang 2011 (69)| 28              | Bev, 5-FU, Leuc, Ox, 45 Gy | 25% (7/28)       |
| Nogue 2011 (70)| 47              | Bev, Cape, Ox induction X4 | 34% (16/47)       |
| Velenik 2011 (71)| 61             | Bev, Cape, 50.4 Gy/28# | 13% (8/61)       |
| diPetrillo 2012 (72)| 26        | Bev, FOLFOX induction | 19% (5/26)       |
| Gasparini 2012 (73)| 43             | Bev, Cape, 50.4 G/28# | 14% (6/43)       |
| Resch 2012 (74)| 8               | Bev, Cape, 50.4 G/28# | 25% (2/8)        |
| Kennecke 2012 (75)| 42             | Bev, Cape, Ox, 50.4 Gy/28# | 17% (7/42)       |
| Spigel 2012 (76)| 35              | Bev, CI 5-FU, 50.4 Gy | 27% (9/35)       |
| Landry 2013 (77)| 54              | Bev, Cape, Ox, 50.4 G/28# | 17% (9/54)       |
| Delias 2013 (78)| 70              | Bev, Cape, Ox, 50.4 G/28# | 17% (12/70)      |
| Total           | 540             |                  | 106/540 (19.6%)  |

Bev, bevacizumab; 5-FU, 5-Fluorouracil; Cape, capecitabine; Ox, oxaliplatin
of the receptor and inhibits the downstream signalling pathway. Binding of the antibody also stimulates the cell to internalise and degrade the receptor. The mechanism or action of these monoclonal antibodies appears to involve cell cycle arrest at G1, promotion of pro-apoptotic factors, decrease in levels of anti-apoptotic factors, and inhibition of angiogenesis. Cetuximab has also been suggested to also induce antibody-mediated cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) due to its human IgG1 backbone, which may contribute to its anti-tumor effects. In contrast, two oral tyrosine kinases Gefitinib and Erlotinib act by inhibiting ATP binding and prevent phosphorylation in downstream signalling proteins.

Cetuximab and panitumumab have activity as single agents and increased response rates are achieved when these are added to standard chemotherapy schedules. Clinical studies in colorectal cancer have confirmed the efficacy of cetuximab in irinotecan refractory patients in terms of response rate and progression free survival (11), and have shown a significant benefit in response rates and progression free survival for the addition of cetuximab to FOLFIRI (98,99). Among patients with wild-type KRAS tumours, OS and PFS were significantly greater with the addition of cetuximab to FOLFIRI than with FOLFIRI alone (99). However, these results have not been replicated in the COIN study or the Nordic study, where in contrast cetuximab was added to oxaliplatin and 5-FU or capecitabine in the first-line setting (100,101).

The common side-effects of cetuximab include an acneiform rash and diarrhoea, which could prove a problem of overlapping toxicity with pelvic radiation. However, in rectal cancer the crude rate of G3/G4 gastrointestinal toxicity, in terms of diarrhoea, does not appear increased by the addition of cetuximab to chemoradiation.

It is now recognised that patients with mCRC and KRAS mutations are unlikely to benefit from the addition of cetuximab to standard chemotherapy (99,102-104). There is also evidence from a Spanish study that the combination of cetuximab and capecitabine is clearly active in wild type K-ras patients with metastatic disease and doubles the response rates from 24% to 48% over capecitabine alone (105).

Recent results of the preliminary use of cetuximab in the adjuvant setting, combined with 5-FU and oxaliplatin in colon cancer, have demonstrated excess toxicity in the over 70s. No advantage in DFS has been demonstrated and indeed some patients in the over 70s age group may well have been disavantaged by this approach.

Cetuximab has been successfully combined with radical radiotherapy alone in head and neck cancer, but combinations of cetuximab, chemotherapy and radical radiotherapy in head and neck cancer show no advantage to the addition of cetuximab (44).

However, in rectal cancer, the role of KRAS mutation status on tumour response when cetuximab is combined with chemoradiation is more opaque. None of the studies selected patients according to Kras status, so data is founded on retrospective analyses.

In addition, the proportion of patients with rectal cancer (as opposed to colon cancer) with mutant K-ras varies between only 12% (106) and 30% (107).

Several small studies are either equivocal (108-112) or suggest a negative association (113) for the presence of tumour KRAS mutations and tumour regression (either clinical or histopathological) and/or survival in patients with rectal cancer undergoing preoperative CRT. In a recent preoperative chemoradiation study using cetuximab, K-ras mutant type was found in 9/39 (23%) patients. Only one of these nine K-ras mutant patients (11%) demonstrated a good pathological regression (TRG3 and 4) compared to 11/30 (37%), (P=0.12) in patients with wild-type K-ras (114).

In contrast, K-ras status did not significantly influence response in a Belgian study using cetuximab prior to and concurrent with capecitabine and (97). In a pooled analysis of 2 phase II studies, KRAS mutations were detected in 20 of the 82 patients (24.4%). 3-year DFS was higher i.e., 86.6% versus 75.0% but not significantly improved for patients receiving cetuximab with chemoradiation and chemoradiation alone. The lack of difference in outcomes remained whether assessed in KRAS wild-type or mutant patients (115).

Some authors have pointed out that there may be an optimal sequence of chemotherapy, biological agent and radiation if we are to avoid the potential for antagonism (58). The lack of additive effect can be explained if the addition of other agents leads to an over targeting of one target (the endothelial cells within the tumour); if the novel agent leads to cell-cycle arrest protecting cells from the effects of 5-FU; if drug concentrations are suboptimal because of the low weekly doses being ineffectual; if there are antagonistic drug-drug interactions which could be more prominent in the presence of radiation [we know from the PACCE and CAIRO (23,116) trials that combinations of cetuximab and bevacizumab with 5-FU and oxaliplatin are antagonistic]; if biological agents and the apoptotic response and hence secondary immune phenomena are modified—after all neither bevacizumab nor cetuximab appear effective in the adjuvant setting; finally a heightened inflammatory response may simply attract more stem cells and actually assist repair. The multifactorial nature of these potential problems is obvious and poses a significant challenge if we wish to continue this form of biological, chemotherapeutic and radiation integration. However, some authors claim
that target guided individualisation of treatment according to molecular markers can be successfully achieved (117).

A large multinational randomised phase II study EXPERT-C (NCT00383695) has compared neoadjuvant therapy comprising combination chemotherapy (oxaliplatin and capecitabine), with or without cetuximab followed by chemoradiotherapy with capecitabine with or without cetuximab in 164 patients (56). In the EXPERT-C trial, retrospective molecular analysis for KRAS/BRAF was successfully performed in 149 patients, of whom 90 (60%) were wild type. The pCR rate was not significantly higher with the addition of cetuximab to preoperative chemotherapy and CRT either for the group with locally advanced rectal cancer as a whole (18% versus 15% respectively), nor for KRAS wild-type - although this percentage is diluted by the fact that some samples achieving pCR were not available for Kras testing. Interestingly DFS in the selected KRAS wild-type group who received cetuximab was higher (56).

Preoperative treatment strategies for rectal cancer differ from radical chemoradiotherapy for head and neck cancer in a number of important areas. First there is radiation dose, where compared with doses of 60-70 Gy in head and neck cancer, 45-50 Gy is not considered as a radical curative dose, but potentially sufficient for microscopic disease. Tumour cell repopulation may be less crucial in a preoperative setting, when surgery is scheduled, than in squamous carcinomas of the head and neck. Certainly, repopulation does not appear to be such a major issue in adenocarcinoma of the rectum as in some squamous cancers. In treatment with radiation alone, neither overall treatment length nor a treatment interruption appear to impact on local control (118). Repopulation may also be less crucial in the presence of a continuous exposure to 5-FU, or capecitabine chemotherapy.

Cell cycle effects seem important to achieve these additive effects (90,119). 5 Fluorouracil (5-FU) is S-phase specific and acts by inhibiting thymidylate synthase and the synthesis of thymidine nucleotides required for DNA replication, thus preventing cell division. Additive effects can normally be observed by the addition of 5-FU to radiation at concentrations, which on their own are non-cytotoxic and when tumour cells have become resistant to 5-FU. Additive effects with 5-FU and RT may only occur in cells, with inappropriate progression through S-phase in the presence of 5-FU (120). When S-phase entry is blocked resulting in G1 arrest or the progression to S-phase is inhibited, additive effects are not observed from 5-FU and radiation, and cell cycle delay in the G1 and G1/S boundary may explain acquired resistance to 5-FU (121).

Slowing down the cell cycle time may increase the amount of time available for DNA repair extending G1-repair prior to S phase and mitosis, and thus could increase the potential for resistance to both 5-FU and radiation. The use of cetuximab prior to or concurrently with radiation might therefore abolish fluoropyrimidine-based radiosensitisation, if only a small proportion of cells arrest in G0/G1 or G2/M. High EGFR expression appears linked to high Ki-67 and PCNA, demonstrating increased rates of cell turnover (122). This study showed that significant decreases in proliferation with the addition of 5-FU, which were not seen with radiation alone. This finding also suggests that 5-FU does not recruit quiescent cells into proliferation.

Cetuximab can lead to G1 or G2/M cell cycle arrest, and if only a small proportion of cells within the tumour are affected, this decrease in proliferation could impact on the chance of achieving a complete pathological response. This hypothesis is supported by the evidence from one of the cited studies, which suggests that cetuximab up-regulated several genes involved in proliferation (PIK31, CGREF1 and PLAGL1) with a reduction in Ki67. This process might also affect oxaliplatin, which is mainly active in S phase, but would be less likely to be impacted by irinotecan.

**Panitumumab**

Panitumumab is a fully humanised IgG2 monoclonal antibody against human EGFR.

Recent studies have shown that with panitumumab median PFS times were similar for patients with negative, low, and high levels of EGFR expression (123). The efficacy of panitumumab monotherapy in patients with KRAS wild-type metastatic colorectal carcinoma refractory to standard chemotherapeutic agents has been shown in the pivotal open label phase III study (124,125) in which panitumumab significantly prolonged progression-free survival versus best supportive care (median 12.3 vs. 7.3 months, P<0.0001). Disease control was also improved with 51% versus 12% benefiting from treatment (PR, SD). OS was not significantly different between both groups- possibly because of crossover from the best supportive care alone to panitumumab after progression, which could confound the results. An exploratory analysis excluding crossover supports this hypothesis.

The combination of panitumumab and FOLFOX for first-line treatment has been investigated in a randomized study (PRIME) where 1,183 patients were randomized to FOLFOX4 with panitumumab every two weeks versus FOLFOX4 alone. Patients with wild-type KRAS in the panitumumab group had a median PFS of 9.6 months and a RR of 55% compared to a PFS of 8 months and a RR 48%
Germination and erlotinib

Few results from clinical trials in mCRC, patients are available which have examined treatment with downstream tyrosine kinase inhibitors of EGFR such as gefitinib and erlotinib—either a single agents (128,129) or in combination with standard chemotherapy regimens (130-132). Data suggests significant treatment related toxic effects without a strong clear message of additional benefit. There have been no successful studies to demonstrate the individual single agent activity of these agents except the multi-targetted agent rogarafenib (133) or any advantage with combination chemotherapy.

Pre-clinical studies with Gefitinib have shown that there are additive effects when combined with both radiotherapy and chemotherapy (134). In the clinical setting, a phase I trial combining gefitinib, capcitabine, and radiation in rectal cancer, resulted in significant toxicity, and no recommended phase II dose could be recommended (59). A small Italian study of 41 patients treated patients with ultrasound defined T3/T4 or N+ rectal cancer using a combination of prolonged venous infusion (PVI) of 5-FU and Gefitinib with pelvic radiotherapy (60). They reported a pCR of 30%. However, significant grade 3 toxicity was seen, 21% of these were GI symptoms and 26% hepatic, such that 61% of patients required a dose reduction. We did not find a single study integrating Erlotinib into radiotherapy in the neoadjuvant setting, either published or presented.

Predictive markers

In other disease sites there is evidence of marked intratumour heterogeneity in samples obtained from a single tumour biopsy. Not all genetic aberrations (including mutations, allelic imbalance, and ploidy) present in the entire tumor specimen are demonstrated in a single biopsy. This observation sets major challenges to personalized—medicine and future biomarker development (135).

Although some less invasive clinical markers have been proposed for bevacizumab, such as circulating endothelial cells (CECS), circulating levels of VEGF and the development of overt hypertension, these biomarkers have not been validated and are observed to emerge only after a trial of the agent. For cetuximab, the appearance of an acneiform rash is associated with response, but low levels of magnesium appear more controversial.

EGFR

Tumours are heterogeneous with regards to EGFR expression, but it is now accepted that testing for level of expression is irrelevant, and does not predict response (136,137), nor clinical outcome in trials of EGFR-positive mCRC utilising cetuximab. However, patients lacking any EGFR expression were ineligible. It is difficult to explain how a tumor with perhaps less than 1% of cells expressing low levels of EGFR has the same likelihood of response to an agent that supposedly only targets that population, than a tumor where 90% of cells express high levels of the target. In contrast interest has centred on K-ras status, because K-ras mutations appear constitutively to activate the signalling pathways, and stimulate cell proliferation (138).

KRAS, BRAF and PIK3CA mutations are commonly found in colorectal cancers.

PIK3CA mutations appear associated with a worse prognosis in stage I to III colon cancer (139), but the impact of KRAS and BRAF mutations on clinical outcome of patients is less clear.

BRAF, Ligand production of epiregulin and amphiregulin, the other RAS genes (NRAS and HRAS) have also been proposed as potential predictive markers, but have not been validated. It should be noted that it is much easier to define whether a mutation is present (or not) in a...
gene than to standardise the methodology for measurement of over expression or amplification.

Wild-type KRAS is an imperfect biomarker, because only 30-50% of such patients respond to cetuximab, or achieve any improvement in PFS or OS, but some (97,140) have found no correlation between wild-type Kras status and tumour pathological complete response in CRT trials.

**BRAF**

BRAF mutations are mutually exclusive to KRAS mutations and are found rarely in colonic carcinomas (approximately 10%), and may be even less frequent in rectal cancer (140), but few studies distinguish between rectal and colon cancer. The majority of the BRAF mutations are located at codon 600 with a conversion of valine to glutamic acid (V600E).

There are no effective drugs available for the specific and direct inhibition of KRAS. Several agents designed to inhibit the kinase activity of BRAF have been explored in melanoma, but have not been effective in CRC studies. There are suggestions that Wild-type BRAF is required for response to panitumumab or cetuximab in metastatic colorectal cancer (140). The treatment of patients with BRAF-mutated tumors using cetuximab/panitumumab in combination with a BRAF-inhibitor, are both possible and logical, but this strategy has not been used.

**PI3K**

In patients in the Dutch TME trial (141), DNA mutations in PIK3CA, KRAS, and BRAF were investigated in 240 stage I to III rectal tumors obtained from non irradiated patients. PIK3CA mutations at exons 9 and 20 were found in 19 (7.9%) rectal tumors, with 12 cases in exon 9 (5%) and 7 cases in exon 20 (2.9%); in 81 (33.8%) in exon 1 rectal tumors. BRAF V600E mutation was identified in 5 (2.1%) cases. PIK3CA mutations independently predicted local recurrences (hazard ratio, 3.4; 95% confidence interval, 1.2-9.2; P=0.017), next to tumor-node-metastasis stage.

PIK3CA mutations could be predictive with regard to SCPRT benefit (142). PIK3CA mutation in exons 9 and 20 was analyzed on 30 tumor samples out of all 32 patients who developed a LR in the irradiated arm of the Dutch TME study. In contrast to previous incidence of 20.8% (5/24) PIK3CA mutations in the nonirradiated patients (141), investigators identified only 6.7% (2/30) mutations in the irradiated patients experiencing local recurrence. The interaction odds ratio (OR) of 0.3 although not significant because of small numbers, does suggest a relative benefit from SCPRT among carriers of the PIK3CA mutation compared with non-carriers. Although others suggest the mutation may only represent 4% of patients with rectal cancer (143).

In addition further upstream in EGFR signalling pathways, over expression or very high expression of the EGFR ligands amphiregulin and epiregulin appear to be associated with a response to cetuximab (144,145). Possibly the increased expression of these epidermal growth factor (EGF) ligands is responsible for driving the growth of these tumours.

Recent reviews (146) and a pooled analysis (147) showed that both on univariate and multivariate analysis, there is a significantly lower tumour regression grade and a non significant trend towards a lower pCR rate (9% vs. 16%) when Cetuximab was added to a combination of 5-FU/ Capecitabine and Oxaliplatin. Recent work on the same data set has evaluated functional germline polymorphisms of EGFR and TS (148), and biomarkers such as Kras status in combination with TS, VEGFR1 and VEGFR2d expression (149) which appear to predict for histopathological response. Other potential markers of response include the TP53 mutation (150).

In an Italian study the EGFR gene copy number was found to correlate significantly with tumour regression and response to cetuximab (108) but is not prognostic in standard chemoradiotherapy (114).

Even though in rectal cancer there will be no concern that expression in the primary tumour and metastatic sites will be different, rectal and colon cancers do have different gene expression profiles, different cytokeratin profiles, different levels of MSI-H, and different levels of mutations in Kras and BRAF (151-154). Thus extrapolating results from colon cancer trials to the treatment in rectal cancer might not demonstrate the same outcome.

Pre-clinical data suggests that the sequencing of chemotherapy, EGFR inhibition and radiation may be clinically significant and that the sequence of oxaliplatin followed by cetuximab may be more effective than cetuximab prior to oxaliplatin [Morelli 2005 (155)]. Better efficacy might be achieved by integrating cetuximab in the latter portion of the radiotherapy, or following chemoradiation. This strategy has already been proposed when integrating anti-metabolites such as gemcitabine with EGFR inhibitors and radiation [Shewach 2007 (156)]. Finally, better selection for the potential efficacy of EGFR inhibition by molecular markers could be appropriate in the future (140). A recent study in rectal cancer examining a combined analysis of VEGF and EGFR identified a subgroup of EGFR-negative and VEGF-positive patients who appeared resistant to radiotherapy, of whom only 2/34 (6%) achieved a pCR (95).

Early endpoints in terms of efficacy at the level of the primary tumor (e.g., pCR), may not in themselves be coupled to longer-term endpoints such as DFS and OS. Phase III randomised studies are the best way to define the advantages
of a novel treatment. It should be borne in mind that 50% of patients are in their 70s and more than 70% of patients with colorectal cancer are over 65. Many of these patients have extensive other co-morbidity including cardiac problems.

**Her-2**

Her-2 (ErbB2) represents a further member of the EGFR family which is overexpressed in approximately 30% of patients with breast cancer, where overexpression heralds worse prognosis and poorer survival. Recent studies suggest Her-2 is overexpressed in 8–27% of rectal cancers. Positive Her-2 status was found in 12.4% of initial rectal cancer biopsies and in 26.7% of resected specimens (157). So HER-2 amplification is detectable in a relevant proportion (26.7%) of rectal cancer patients. HER-2 represent a possible target and should be further assessed within prospective clinical trials.

**Bevacizumab**

The integration of bevacizumab into CRT schedules also has considerable preclinical rationale. Both hypoxia and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) can confer radioresistance, and promote angiogenesis in the formation of new blood vessels.

Tumour growth, tumour invasion and the development of distant metastases appear dependent on this process of angiogenesis. Experimental studies in human tumor xenograft models have shown that VEGF blockade serves as a potent and nontoxic enhancer of radiation.

There are two main types of agents targeting angiogenesis—vascular disrupting agents (which cause rapid dysfunction of tumour vasculature) and antiangiogenic agents. Anti-angiogenic agents modify and normalise the existing vasculature and inhibit new blood vessel formation. Pre-clinical and clinical studies suggest that VEGF is the predominant angiogenic factor in this development. VEGF has direct effects on endothelial cell function including activation survival proliferation and migration. It also may have some effects by inhibiting dendritic cell maturation and enhancing the adhesion of natural killer cells to tumour microvessels. Bevacizumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody, which binds to the VEGFR ligand VEGF-A, and prevents VEGF-A from interacting with its target receptor. Aflibercept, a VEGF trap is a fully humanized recombinant fusion protein that binds VEGF-A, VEGF-B, and placental growth factor (PGF)-1 and 2 with high affinity, preventing their binding to VEGF receptors, has demonstrated efficacy in the recent Phase III trial (VELOUR) in second-line treatment of patients with mCRC, in combination with FOLFIRI chemotherapy [OS hazard ratio (HR): 0.82, P=0.0032] (24).

Solid tumours commonly manifest an elevated intracellular fluid pressure (IFP) and regions of hypoxia as compared to normal tissues, which contribute to a decreased transcapillary transport, and lead to the poor delivery of cytotoxic drugs. A clinical study in locally advanced rectal cancer, demonstrated that tumour IFP was lowered by the use of the anti-VEGF monoclonal antibody bevacizumab (158). Experimental studies in human tumor xenograft models have shown that VEGF blockade enhances the effects of radiation reversing radiation resistance conferred by hypoxia. VEGF inhibition has showed a benefit in terms of overall survival for patients with metastatic colorectal cancer (10,21), but randomised studies have not proven the advantage of anti-VEGF therapy in the adjuvant setting (14,15).

The recombinant humanised anti VEGF monoclonal antibody Bevacizumab has been extensively investigated in CRT schedules in rectal cancer. In a Phase I/II trial in rectal cancer patients receiving bevacizumab and CRT (158), provided direct evidence of the antivascular effect of anti-VEGF treatment by functional, cellular, and molecular investigations. Briefly, bevacizumab decreases the tumor vascular density, tumor perfusion, tumor interstitial fluid pressure, and the number of viable circulating endothelial and progenitor cells, which results into a significant increase in apoptosis of cancer cells (158). Several phase I/II trials reported on the feasibility of adding bevacizumab to 5-FU based CRT in the neo-adjuvant setting of locally advanced rectal cancer, and provided encouraging pCR rates with moderate toxicity (66,159). The reported incidence of postoperative wound complications in up to 36% of the patients is however concerning and consistent with other reports utilizing bevacizumab with CRT before a major surgical procedure (72).

The more recent AVACROSS study selected 47 patients according to MRI criteria, and used 4 cycles of induction chemotherapy using capecitabine, oxaliplatin and bevacizumab, followed by chemoradiation with concurrent capecitabine and bevacizumab (70). Results are impressive with 98% having an R0 resection and 34% achieved a pCR, with an additional 17 patients (36%) achieving Dworak tumor regression grade 3. Besides pCR, 23% were downstaged to ypT1/T2N0. There was one sudden death during the induction, and surgical morbidity appears prominent, since 26/45 patients (58%) experienced at least one postoperative complication and 11/45 (24%) required surgical re-intervention (even though the median time from the last dose of bevacizumab to surgery was 2 months).

A phase 2 trial evaluate preoperative capecitabine, oxaliplatin, and bevacizumab with radiation therapy followed by surgery and postoperative 5-FU, leucovorin,
oxaliplatin (FOLFOX) and bevacizumab for locally advanced rectal cancer in 57 patients (77). 17% achieved a pathologic complete response, but 47% of patients who underwent surgery experienced a surgical complication. A Canadian study achieved a pCR of 18%, but 4 patients (11%) required re-operation due to complications (75).

A further study evaluating bevacizumab/chemoradiation in the preoperative and adjuvant settings in 66 patients with stage II/III rectal cancer (76) achieved a pCR rate of 29%, but again showed frequent grade 3/4 toxicity and surgical morbidity.

A systematic review reported 15 trials over the past decade which incorporated bevacizumab into a neo-adjuvant CRT schedule (160). The pooled pCR rate of 21% is not better than in trials reported with 5-FU based CRT alone.

Taking into account the lack of phase III data in the neo-adjuvant setting of rectal cancer, the similar response rates as compared to 5-FU based CRT alone and the considerable treatment-related toxicities, bevacizumab as a radiation sensitizer in combination with 5-FU based CRT does not seem to provide additional benefits in the neo-adjuvant treatment of locally advanced rectal cancer.

Few phase II studies have reported in full, but the combination with CRT appears potentially deliverable usually with acceptable toxicity (158,159,161). Toxicity has been marked in some trials (74), such that grade 3/4 toxicity was observed in 19 of 25 patients (76%) in one study and led to termination of the study (72).

Pathological complete response rate remains below 20%, with actuarial 5-year local control and overall survival rates of 100% (159). Recent reports have highlighted a high incidence of postoperative wound infections (66,68,69,72).

None of these studies show a consistent definitive signal of improved efficacy. Yet, since the eligibility criteria in the AVACROSS study (70), which achieved a pCR 36%, were similar to the GEMCAD GCR3 study (162) where a pCR of only 14% was observed with induction Xelox and capetitabine and oxaliplatin chemoradiation, it is possible that the addition of bevacizumab offers higher efficacy. However, several studies raise concerns that the combination of bevacizumab and radiation may impact on surgical morbidity. Future studies either need to leave a longer interval following the completion of bevacizumab before surgery or drop the bevacizumab from the chemoradiation component.

**Novel biological targeted treatments**

Topoisomerase I expression and increased EGFR gene copy number as possible predictors of response to irinotecan- and cetuximab-based chemoradiation, respectively, require further investigation.

As our understanding of tumour cell biology has advanced, so we have learnt of new targets and developed novel biological modifiers in terms of EGFR (EGFR, HER2, HER3, IGFR1, c-MET, VEGFR, BRAF and downstream PI3K, AKT and MTOR). In colorectal cancer, BRAF inhibitors have a very low activity. In view of observed HER2 expression in 8-10% of rectal cancers, Herceptin might be a target with lapatinib TDM1 and pertuzumab.

The insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1) and insulin like growth factor 1-receptor (IGF1R) signaling pathway has recently emerged as a potential determinant of radiation resistance in human cancer cell lines (163,164). IGF1-R overexpression is observed in colorectal cancers and is associated with a worse prognosis, but studies with these agents in colorectal cancer have not yet shown any benefit.

Interestingly, normal rectal tissues express higher levels of insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1) than colon and IGF-1 expression increases the further down the large bowel. The main downstream signalling pathways of IGF-1R are Ras-Raf-mitogen-activated protein kinase and PI3K/Akt signaling. IGF1/IGF1R mediates treatment resistance to cytotoxic agents, and may represent an escape/resistance mechanism from EGFR inhibition (165).

The MET proto-oncogene, encoding the tyrosine kinase receptor for Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF) regulates invasive growth, controls cell proliferation with invasion of the extracellular matrix and protection from apoptosis. The MET oncogene is overexpressed and/or genetically mutated in many tumors, thereby sustaining pathological invasive growth, a prerequisite for metastasis. The interplay between MET and the protease network provides potentially exploitable mechanisms which could inhibit growth. The signaling pathways linking MET activation and invasive growth appear partly shared with other growth factor receptors, i.e. MAP Kinase, PI-3 Kinase-AKT STAT3, p38, and NF-kB pathways. c-MET amplification is high in gastric cancer but virtually non-existent in colorectal cancer.

We know from the Dutch study that the presence of PI3K mutations is prognostic for local recurrence but c-MET over expression may be better looking at distant metastases.

In addition, in colorectal cancer in particular there is the targeting of cyclooxygenase 2 (Cox 2).

**Conclusions**

Currently, targeted agents which impact on angiogenesis and growth factors, (bevacizumab, aflibercept, cetuximab
and panitumumab), when combined with conventional cytotoxic drugs, and their receptors, modestly increase response rates in metastatic disease, enhance resectability of liver metastases, and improve DFS. There is an associated G3/G4 toxicity even when used as single agents, and the long-term effects are unknown. Yet, insufficient understanding of the precise mechanisms from which their clinical efficacy derives, their innate and acquired resistance mechanisms, and the on-target and off-target effects on both tumour and normal tissues hamper further development/combining these agents with radiation or chemoradiation. To date, we lack a simple method of ongoing monitoring of ‘on target’ effects of these biological agents, which could determine and pre-empt the development of resistance, prior to radiological and clinical assessments or even molecular imaging.

It is clearly feasible to combine cytotoxic drugs, targeted agents and radiation in rectal cancer. However, integration into chemoradiation schedules rationally, in the correct sequence, at the most appropriate time and in the most appropriate combinations remains difficult. Despite some evidence of preclinical activity, many trials have not confirmed additional activity in early clinical trials. There is little evidence that we have increased pCR in any of the larger clinical studies. This may not even be relevant—as increasing pCR rates did not improve DFS or OS in the trials comparing radiation with 5-FU based chemoradiation (25,26,166). Phase III trials have also been disappointing (44). The reason has been postulated in terms of radiation sensitization. Cetuximab and cytotoxic agents such as cisplatin probably have similar mechanisms of action, predominantly via inhibition of proliferation and DNA repair. Also the intensity of treatment in terms of any potential systemic effect has been low. We should perhaps therefore aim initially to develop novel clinical trial protocols combining biological agents and radiation in resectable cancers without chemotherapy, since chemoradiation has not impacted on survival. However, undertaking studies using agents with multiple targets before we understand the optimal dose and sequence of single targets may prove counter-productive.

The issues discussed above raise the question regarding what we are trying to achieve by adding targeted agents to chemoradiation. In randomised trials, when added to chemotherapy, these biological agents have increased response rates with only a modest effect on progression-free and overall survival in the metastatic setting, but have not been effective in the adjuvant setting. Hence, if the aim is to increase response rates, surely their integration into chemoradiation schedules should be directed only towards those patients where the MRI defines the rectal cancer extension as a threat to or having breached the MRF. If response is the main aim, then patients with resectable rectal cancer (cT3N0-N1) are unlikely to benefit, unless one is expecting abscopal/immune effects.

Effective tolerable doses have also been difficult to deliver for inhibitors of VEGF, EGFR, mTOR, and HER2 pathways, owing to overlapping or unexpected toxicities. Although, recent improvements in delivery of radiation such as IMRT/VMAT may allow more precise dosing to the target volume (tumour and/or locoregional lymph nodes), while limiting radiation doses to critical normal structures.

We are unlikely to advance far until we are able to identify predictive biomarkers of activity, or understand the mechanisms of primary or secondary resistance so we can select the population of patients most likely to benefit from these targetted agents.

Relevant and robust biomarkers of efficacy and toxicity of molecular-targeted agent combinations are needed in future, and for preclinical pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic modelling to guide schedules and dose adjustments. We also need to incorporate imaging biomarker studies to assess in vivo activity/resistance as clinical and pathological response is a somewhat blunt measure.

This knowledge will allow more rationally designed preclinical and translational studies (with recognised negative predictive factors such as k-ras mutations, b-raf mutations, EGFR and VEGF expression, and EGFR gene copy numbers) might therefore help select out inappropriate patients, and determine the optimal sequence of such chemotherapy and biological triple combinations. Only then can we move on to perform large randomised phase III trials.
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